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LambsHassle Free Mules Free Carcase Wool Growth

A sheep that is loved by shearers, graziers,
meat processors, spinners, tanners and welfare lobbies.

Wednesday 3rd October at 3:30pm
140 Merino and Poll Merino rams

All rams are paddock run with full ASBV’s
Unique Genetics, Unequalled Anywhere In The World
The balance of wool, lambs, carcase and ease of management is what makes our sheep unique.

ASBVs on all of the Important Traits
We recognised early on that the future in breeding profitable yet functional sheep lay in combining a focus

on type with Australian Sheep Breeding Values (ASBVs), this integration brings enormous power to our clients and us.

Rams Raised the Way their Lambs Should Be
Above average stocking rates late winter/spring lambing, ewes managed to Lifetime Ewe Management guidelines.

All Sale Rams are Run in Paddock Condition, no Shedding

Contact: Ben Duxson
336 Glendemar Road KANYA Vic 3387

Phone 0427 354 535
Email: glendemar@gmail.com

Please call or email for ram sale catalogue and to make
prior arrangements for inspection of sale rams.
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Glendemar Our Plan, our breeding objective.

Multi Purpose Merinos
We know from evidence in all other animal production industries that the very best way to 
achieve genetic gain and improve the profitability of our sheep is to embrace genetic 
technologies and fully utilise available breeding values and genomic information. We 
combine ASBV’s, DNA testing and visual assessment to breed sheep at Glendemar MPM.

We have a plan for our sheep - it is based on what will make
our clients more money from meat, wool and surplus sheep
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+10 kg
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2027

Glendemar Quality Assurance Commitment

We are breeding the new merino, capable of conceiving & rearing higher percentages of lambs, growing quickly and producing high quality wool. Exactly what our clients are asking for.

Weaning 140+% lambs off mature ewes
Weaning 100+% lambs of ewe lambs

100% Polls
Preferred supplier contracts for meat, wool and surplus sheep

Objective carcass measurement (through DEXA) 
And yes, they will still be free of wrinkle, have clean points and be mules free.

They will look different, we are breeding the new merino, not the old one.

Weaning 140+% lambs off mature ewes

What else do we want by 2027?
Extensive use of ASBV’s, DNA and actual production in rams and ewes.

Be at the forefront of the use of genomic technologies.
Use Glendemar’s extensive knowledge of 60 years of breeding sheep.
By working closely with our clients to achieve their business goals.

Use all of the latest technology available to streamline data collection
and management to identify the very best animals.

Extensive use of ASBV’s, DNA and actual production in rams and ewes.

How will we achieve all of this?

Maternal Merino’s, over Composite
or Maternal’s.... Why Not?
With a rise in commodity prices of all things sheep we are seeing some very open-minded thinking in regard to what is the perfect sheep.  
No longer are we in the wool industry, we are a whole sheep industry with wool, sheep-meat, surplus sheep sales, hides etc as price 
makers in our business.  Fertility, carcass composition, meat eating quality, low cost, money saving traits are all necessary to survive 
today’s varied climatic conditions we are living with.

With this in mind, and the ability like never before to measure all parts of our livestock enterprises, we are seeing producers thinks not in 
breeds, but in the type of sheep they see as best suiting their environment and business structure. 

With carcass as a key focus in our breeding objective we have seen a number of self-replacing maternal and composite breeders use 
Merino rams as an outcross.
Some of the results so far have been  • 20% more lambs  • Reducing micron to 22  • 196% conception rates
These results are similar to what we have seen with Glendemar MPM rams over Corriedale ewes
in South America.

We would also expect to see a reduction in adult weight, easy care and low cost traits to be
maintained, non-mulesing a given and with more objective carcass measurement (OCM),
meat-eating quality to be very high.  The sooner OCM comes to our industry the better.
Guaranteeing the quality of our product is critically important, along with full traceability and
product integrity, for consumers that are looking to have the best eating experience possible.  

Any interested producers that are looking to do a trial or learn more of the possibilities of exploring
the idea of using Merino rams are welcome to make enquiries.  Anything is possible. 

Since ceasing mulesing 16 years ago Glendemar has always strived to produce the best possible product for our end users.
We understand that it is the way of the world now days and that our customers are looking for a commitment from their suppliers of raw 
products that have the highest integrity in regard to animal welfare, sustainable land management and full traceability of all products.
We are excited with the movement of technology in this space that allows consumers at the point of sale to make conscious buying 
decisions on the products they are looking at.

Glendemar is registered as fully compliant to the following QA Systems

All standards have non-mulesing as compulsory and have many similar features. As they are well aligned there is very little need to do 
extra paperwork or have lengthy audit timeframes, keeping costs to a minimum.

Producers need to look at quality assurance programs as a means of making their business better, not as more red tape or scrutiny of 
their on-farm practices. We will never be able to appease the very small percentage of extremists that look to shut down livestock indus-
tries all together. We need to communicate to main stream consumers that we are doing the right thing by our animals and our land and 
that they are buying the highest possible product on the market with full traceability and integrity.

We are excited for the first time in sheep industries history, end brand partners are looking to raw textile and protein suppliers and willing 
to build sustainable relationships built on similar principle's and integrity.

Responsible
Wool Standard
Textile Exchange

ZQ
The New Zealand
Merino Company

New Merino
Authentico
Schneider Group

The Future, ASBV’s, the driver of production in Merino’s

Glendemar has been involved in MERINOSELECT since its inception.  We are fully committed to providing our clients as much informa-
tion as possible on the productivity traits we consider important. Along with subjective assessment for structural traits and wool quality, 
ASBV’s allow us to focus on areas of production and equally importantly, cost saving traits, especially in tough climatic conditions.

We are extremely excited with the 2018 drop lambs.  Below is a table of the 1100 ewes that where AI in 2018 and the 6 sires we used 
over these ewes.  Our breeding objective focus has a large difference to most merino studs in that we are focused on Post Weaning traits.  
This allows for early carcass growth and maturity, turning off wether lambs earlier and the ability to join ewe lambs. 

  PWT PEMD PFAT YCFW YSL
2018 Sires Av ASBV’s 8.0 2.2 1.2 19.5 21.7
  Top 1% Top 5% Top 5% Top 20% Top 1%

2018, 1100 ewes Av ASBV’s 5.4 1.9 0.9 14.3 19.5
  Top 10% Top 5% Top 10% Top 40%  Top 5%

A well-developed breeding objective is a must for modern sheep farmers.  Without a plan and the tools to implement that plan we are 
flying blind.  Expect more and more data to be captured and returned to producers at cheaper rates.  Having the skills to interpret data, 
update breeding objectives and supply to preferred brands to become common practice within the sheep industry.

With great depth in breeding ewes and a large Artificial Insemination and Embryo Program with only the very Elite rams,
we can see our breeding objective traits accelerate over the next 10 years.




